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US Futures-World Markets: A truly historic morning. S&P futures are SURGING on news that Pfizer’s
coronavirus vaccine shows more than 90% effectiveness with no serious safety concerns. They expect to
seek US emergency use authorization later this month. For context, the flu vaccine is only 40-60% effective.
This is the news everyone has been waiting for and signals the economy can recover and grow. Take your pick
of stocks +10% premarket: Disney, MGM, Carnival Cruise (+30%), American Airlines (+23%), Macy’s, Marriott
+16%, etc. On the other side: Zoom -15% and Peloton -12% as investors unwind the stay-at-home trade.
Analysts have to readjust earnings estimates higher, so settle in for the ride back to all-time highs. We joked
that COVID fear porn would recede into the background post-election, but I didn’t think we would nail it to the
day. Get ready to hear all these talking heads let you know they ‘knew’ this was going to happen. Remember
all that negative sentiment 2 weeks ago? Buy the dip works again! S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +134.30, 10-Yr
Yield: 0.924%.
Hershey was up on Friday after reporting good numbers. They used Covid case counts to predict where
demand would rise and sent more chocolate bars there. I know my family made more s’mores this year than
ever before. Another interesting nugget: gum and mint retail sales plunged 19%. With social distancing, I
guess you don’t worry about bad breath. Seinfeld Tic-Tacs https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=n9eDhJ6fNQ0
CORE Headlines:
 US companies have trounced expectations this earnings season, potentially laying the foundation for
the next leg of the market’s rally, which has been led by tech companies including AAPL.-WSJ
 President-elect Joe Biden is starting to build his administration, even as Republican leaders and
scores of party lawmakers refrained from acknowledging his victory out of apparent deference to
Trump, who has refused to concede.-WSJ
 Evidence is growing that many organizations fraudulently took advantage of the Paycheck Protection
Program’s open-door approach, according to government officials and public data, after Congress set
limited criteria for loan recipients.-WSJ
 Biden is poised to unleash a series of executive actions on his first day in the Oval Office, launching
what could be a year’s long effort to unwind Trump’s domestic agenda and immediately signal a
wholesale shift in America’s place in the world.-NYT (Obama started this nonsense and Trump picked
right up on it. How about working with Congress instead of issuing executive orders that aren’t real
laws.)
 Businesses are squeezing “micro fulfillment” centers into urban warehouses and the backs of stores,
hoping to pare delivery times so online orders reach their destinations in hours, not days.-WSJ
 Tropical Storm Eta is due to slam into the Florida Keys early this morning with hurricane-force winds
and “life-threatening” storm surges, according to forecasts and news reports.-NYP
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Trump and his allies are vowing to intensify legal efforts to contest the presidential election, but
many of their lawsuits are limited in scope, making them unlikely to produce large vote swings in the
count even if successful.-WSJ
Joe Biden is set to name a 12-member task force to deal with the coronavirus pandemic this week,
before he has announced his cabinet choices, underlining his pledge to make dealing with the virus his
top priority when he takes office.-FT
McDonald's beat third-quarter revenue estimates, as customers in the United States ordered its
hamburgers and fries in drive-thru outlets and on delivery apps to avoid dining out during the COVID19 pandemic.-Reuters
Apple said it has put its Taiwanese supplier Pegatron on probation after finding that the company
violated Apple's supplier code of conduct by asking student employees to work night shifts or
overtime.-Reuters
Politico reports that the FTC is likely to sue FB for antitrust violations before the end of this month,
according to three anonymous sources.

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Bloomberg: Inside the unraveling of Jack Ma’s $35 billion IPO of Ant https://bloom.bg/2GHhpwM
 HBR: Interview with Jerry Seinfeld: Comedian, Innovator, Micromanager https://bit.ly/3le4Msc
 AEI Op-Ed: No matter the President, our deepest problems will remain https://bit.ly/3eHaKiJ
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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The MSCI World Index is testing all-time highs.

h/t @toddwhitebloomb
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S&P 500 CEOs are most upbeat in years.

Source: BofA Global Research, @WallStJesus
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The amount of negative-yielding debt globally is now above $17 trillion (a record).
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Gold has been correlated with stocks recently, which makes it less effective as a hedge.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

The October employment report was stronger than the market was expecting, particularly in private
payrolls (second chart).
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But the recovery is slowing, …

Source: Apollo

Labor force participation rate:
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Long-term unemployment:

Source: Piper Sandler
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Best- and worst-performing sectors last month:

Source: @bbgvisualdata Read full article
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credit card balances remain depressed relative to pre-pandemic levels.

Source: Oxford Economics

The 30yr mortgage rate hit another record low after Treasury yields tumbled last week.
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Fast food restaurants’ breakfast sales:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Bank account fees: (It is getting harder to “skim the skim”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FobzsyKjzW8 )

Source: @axios Read full article
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Plastic importers and exporters:

Source: Statista
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